
eLearning Academy 

Quickly build up Dynamics 365 knowledge 
and user skills with access to online 
training and guided practice sessions. 

Quote Templates 

An additional set of customisable sales 
quotation templates which can be 
personalised with branding and logos. 

Preact plugin for Dynamics to send quotes, 
contracts and other documents for signing 
using DocuSign. 

Split Invoices 

DocuSign for Dynamics 

Split completed sales orders into multiple 
invoice records in line with agreed account 
payment terms.  

53/75 Character Count 

See how many characters are remaining 
for any field where a character limit has 
been applied. 

Existing Account / Contact 

Dynamic process to show / hide fields that 
simplifies how sales leads are linked to 
existing contact and account records. 

Subscriptions & Renewals 

Pricing toolkit extending default capabilities 
to trigger renewal processes for products 
and recurring services. 

Power BI Sales Reports 

Reduce report design time with a set of 
prebuilt visualisations and charts across 
commonly used sales fields. 

Solutions Catalogue 

Deploy even more controls, processes and 
other add-ons from our Dynamics 365 and 
Power Platform solutions catalogue. 

Approvals Management 

Customisable process for managing any 
type of sales approval including approval 
statuses and notifications. 

Editable Quick Forms 

Time-saving control enabling users to 
quickly make basic fields edits directly from 
the form of a related record. 

Attachment Extractor 

Capability to automatically extract email 
attachments to SharePoint based on file 
extension to help optimise cloud storage. 

www.preact.co.uk 

Record Tagging 

Form control enabling any record to be 
tagged with searchable filters which can 
define views, lists and dashboards. 

Last / Next Activities 

Enabling users to see at-a-glance the last 
completed activity, or next scheduled 
activity, on any record by activity type. 

Price List Management 

Automatically generate a new price list by 
copying products from one list to another, 
and apply a price increase across all items. 

Visual Connections 

New visualisation showing the roles and 
relationships between any related 
Dynamics 365 records. 

Multi Lookup Control 

Configurable field lookup control for any 
entity type enabling multiple Dynamics 
records to be selected. 

Timestamp Statistics 

Automated timestamp when sales process 
stages changes to track and report stage 
entry, exit and duration. 

Account Status 

Automatic updates to an account status 
when prospects are converted, or if a 
customer account has lapsed. 

Includes 100+ customisations to default 
Dynamics 365 Sales fields, forms, processes 
and dashboards to reduce set-up time. 
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for Microsoft Dynamics 365 


